
Term Paper - Wildlife Biology 419 
 

 The purpose of the paper is to offer you a better perspective of the scientific process, 

particularly as it relates to wildlife biology. As you may already know, once a study is completed 

a report, or “paper”, is usually written. Among government agencies such reports are often 

internal, but the most interesting work is prepared for publication in peer-reviewed journals. 

After extensive revisions, careful proof-reading and proper formatting, this paper is submitted to 

an appropriate journal. The selection of the journal depends on many factors. Given that a study 

can only be published in one journal, a choice must be made between seemingly suitable 

journals. For example, it may not be clear whether a paper on say “Habitat choice by congeneric 

mustelids during winter” would be more appropriate in the J. of Wildlife Management, J. of 

Mammalogy, J. Biological Conservation, or J. of Animal Ecology, to name a few. The first 

consideration is perhaps choosing a journal whose readers are indeed the intended audience. The 

paper may have to be re-written slightly, or completely, depending on the intended outlet, both to 

agree with the journal format and to emphasise or de-emphasise different aspects of the study. 

 

 Once a paper is submitted, the journal’s editor reads it over superficially (or perhaps just 

reads the abstract) and if he/she thinks it is suitable material for the journal, sends it to 2 or more 

“experts” in the field. The degree of expertise of these “experts” ranges from that of  the editor’s 

M.Sc. student, who just happens to be handy, to that of the world’s pre-eminent scholar in the 

field, who may be half a world away. The selection of reviewers is not easy; editors often rely on 

individuals who have recently published similar work in the same journal.  

 

 These reviewers then peruse the paper, judging the originality, adequacy of the methods, 

style and grammar, implications on the field, statistical soundness, etc. Then, usually within a 

month, they submit a report to the editor and one to the authors, via the editor. The reviewer’s 

report summarises the paper, clearly states its strengths and weaknesses, and suggests whether 

the paper should be accepted for publication as it is (very uncommon), accepted but with minor 

revisions, accepted with major revisions, rejected with an offer to resubmit, or rejected without 

recourses. The report for the authors is perhaps less critical or direct, but it is similar in content, 

without the section of whether the paper should be accepted, and with the added emphasis on 

suggestions that would help to improve the paper, should the authors end up submitting it to the 

same or another journal. 

 

 It is this reviewing process that we will be trying to simulate here, with a few changes. 

You will choose one from among several papers that I have selected. These papers are 

interesting, relatively short, light on statistics, and relevant to some of the topics covered (or that 

will be covered ) during class. The papers will actually take you beyond what I can possibly 

cover, will give you a glimpse of the range of activities involved in the field, and I hope that you 

will actually read more than just the one you choose to review. You are invited to write a report 

in which you will summarise the paper, comment on the relevance and interest of the issue 

addressed, assess the adequacy of the methods, evaluate the results, and consider the potential 

implications, including those addressed by the authors in their discussion and those that you may 

believe that they missed (or chose not to discuss). Your paper shall start with a summary (which 

is not the same as copying the abstract) of the paper you are reviewing, which will provide the 

reader with sufficient information to comprehend the ensuing discussion. In the discussion you 
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may wish to address some of the following issues (note I did not write “answer some of the 

following questions”), applying all the biological knowledge you have accumulated so far in 

your life, which may also include whatever you have learned in this course: 

 

Are the goals clearly stated? 

Is it a worthwhile question? 

Is there any sort of hypothesis? 

Are the objectives placed in a greater framework? 

Are the methods adequate for addressing the stated goals? 

Can the design be improved upon? 

Is the study correlational or experimental? 

Do the results support the hypothesis? 

Was there at all a possibility for rejecting the hypothesis? 

Was the discussion relevant or tangential? 

How does the study relate to some other general principles? 

Do you buy it? 

Are there any questions left open? 

How would you address these questions? 

 

 The paper is to be written in English (do I need to elaborate?) and typed. Length is not an 

issue, but I suppose that somewhere between 1000 and 3000 words would be suitable. If, 

however, you are able to say all you want to say in 500 words, by all means, do so. On the other 

hand, if you need 5000 words to express yourself, that is fine too, as long as you do so concisely. 

Scientific writing and speech are laden with verbosity and loquacity (see how easy it is!). As 

Calvin says, sarcastically, of course, “the purpose of (scientific) writing is to inflate weak ideas, 

obscure reasoning and inhibit clarity. With a little practice it can become an intimidating an 

impenetrable fog”. Be direct and concise; do not be tempted by grandiloquence (I am doing it 

again!!). 

 

 You may find it helpful to check other sources to properly understand the paper and its 

significance. You may even choose to include these in your discussion. If you do so, please 

reference these properly. In your references section, if you have one, use the J. Wild. Manage. 

format. If despite your resourcefulness and the vast support of our libraries you still have 

problems with VERY specific items, see Brent and I (in that order). Be aware that the request 

“Please explain the paper” will not elicit a favourable response.  

 

 The paper will be graded by BOTH the TA and myself. The purpose of this is two-fold. 

First, I wish to instil upon you the idea that differences of opinion do exist in science. One of us 

may find some point made in your paper absolutely insightful, whereas the other may find the 

same point rather obvious. I envision that the more interesting and thought-provoking papers will 

stimulate readers in different ways. Second, I want you to see beyond academic rank and realise 

that when the instructor and TA disagree, the instructor is not necessarily always right. Judge the 

idea, not the source. Brent may not have a Ph.D. and whatever experience is associated with it, 

but otherwise he is as qualified a biologist as I am, and his specific expertise lies in a slightly 

different sub-field. Of course, the goal is that you keep this in mind also when listening to other 

lectures, seminars, expert testimony at trials, TV pundits, etc. Your papers will be returned to 
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you with 2 sets of comments and 2 grades (the mean will go on your record). Unless you are a 

handwriting analysis expert, you will not know who gave you which grade. 

 

 I will accept only up to 3 persons per paper; there are enough papers for you to have 

some choice. Discussions amongst you are expected and encouraged, especially among people 

reviewing different papers (you will learn more that way), but it would be better if the final work 

is carried out individually. You may choose to submit your work as a pair or trio, in which case 

you will split the grade, which will also occur if the grader finds evidence of too much co-

operation. It is therefore best if you and your spouse, army buddy, or best friend choose different 

papers to review. 

 

You will have one week to decide on your paper, after which you may log your choices 

individually with me at your convenience. Do so via e-mail. That way the order of precedence 

will be clear and unhindered by your ability to find me. I will reply usually immediately, either 

approving the choice or informing that someone else has already taken your paper, in which case 

you will have to choose another one. You will then have 2 weeks to work on it.  

 

A few words about format: make it double spaced with 12  point font, number all pages 

sequentially, on the top right. 

 

The schedule is as follows: 

 

Feb 24
th

 Today.- start deciding what to do 

March 2.- Starting after class (not before 13:25, just so you do not leave class early). Log in your 

choices 

March 16
th

.- Immediately before class. Hand in the paper 
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